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Yuna shawl pattern – English 
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This lovely lace-look shawl pattern will be a perfect pattern for any type of yarn you want to use. The stitches form 

an outstanding design with so much detail and yet a comfortable drape for wearing it. For this reason, it doesn't 

matter which type of yarn you like to use, as it can be a lovely shawl made out of cotton for a Spring day – or maybe 

a woolen version for a cold day in the winter. The shawl is named "Yuna" – which is a Japanese girl's name. I had 

two reasons to call the shawl this way. One reason is my time in Japan, where I got lost in a small village somewhere 

between Osaka and Tokyo. I had to find my way back to the train station, and a lovely girl named Yuna helped me 

find my way back. She even took the time to walk with me up to the entrance of the station. A gesture of kindness 

and respect towards a stranger, in my opinion, which I still remember. 

For this reason, I like to dedicate this free pattern to her. But secondly, it reminded me of something different. Back 

in the day, I was a massive fan of playing RPG games. One of those games was Final Fantasy, where I got carried 

away with once I started playing. One of my favorite characters out of the many chapters might be Yuna. The colors 

of the example I created for this pattern are one on one the kimono Yuna's colors throughout the game. Besides that, 

Yuna has several meanings; one of them is kindness. And what's a better way to show your kindness by giving away 

a free pattern you put a lot of time and effort into. Enjoy it, and I do hope to see many beautiful versions of Yuna.  

 

 

Mark Roseboom, a.k.a. theguywiththehook 
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U.S. crochet terms version 

 

Materials needed: 

- scissors and sewing needle. 

- crochet hook size 3.0mm or the suggested size of hook for the yarn you chose. 

- material for blocking your shawl. 

Size: 

- The shawl will have approx. 150 cm (59 inches) of length at the longest side; the other two sides will 

be approx. 115 cm (45 inches) of measurement, and the pattern will have approx. 85 cm (33 inches) 

of depth. However, this size will apply to the use of the same hook size and type of yarn. 

 

Yarn needed: 

 

This pattern is designed especially for Kokonki yarns. They supplied me with some free samples of 

their yarn cakes, and in return, I made a free pattern for them. Kokonki is a Polish yarn store that 

makes its yarn cakes in every color possible.  

For this pattern, I used a Kokonki Classic yarn cake consisting of 50% acrylic and 50% cotton in a 3-ply 

thread. The cake weighed 240 grams with a length of 1200 meters. I used colorway B051 – also 

known as faded Unicorn.  

As you might consider choosing a different type or brand of yarn, you will need approx. 1000-1100 

meters of yarn to crochet the original pattern.  
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Stitches used: 

 

 

• SC – single crochet 

• HDC – half double crochet 

• DC – double crochet 

• FPDC – crochet double crochet around front post of indicated st 

• PUFF st – make a regular Puff stitch 

• Cross st – this means you have to make a cross-stitch. This stitch is created over two sts. Skip 

the first st and make a double crochet in the second stitch, now use the skipped stitch and 

make a double crochet in the skipped stitch. You make this second dc over the first dc.  

• CH – chain  

• St – stitch 

• Sk – skip (as in skip stitch) 

• Sp – space (as in ch2-space) 

• Gr – group (as in 3dc-group) 

• [] – gives a total amount of stitches after a Row.  

• () – phrases between these indicate a stitch repeat within a Row or sometimes a note. 

• RS – Right side 

• WS – Wrong side 

 

Pattern notes: 

- The pattern is worked in Rows, so you crochet at the Right Side and Wrong Side of the work. 

- After each finished Row, you will turn your work; when turning, you will use the foundation 

chains of the new Row's first stitch to turn. So, there is no need to make an additional ch for 

turning.  

- In the pattern, I refer to the top. It is the ch-sp in the middle between the two sides of the 

shawl.  

- All stitches written in Caps Lock format are stitches made in the current Row; stitches written 

in standard form refer to stitches out of previous Rows. 

- As I am a lefthanded designer, photos can look slightly different sometimes. It usually is no 

problem, but I mention it in all my patterns, to be precise. 

- If you don't know a stitch used in this pattern, please refer to the internet. There are loads of 

videos and tutorials to find, as they are all regular stitches. 

- Photos are numbered according to the Rows. So, Photo number 1 is Round 1. If there is a 1.1 

or 1.2, then these are extra photos used for the same Round. 

- With this pattern, the photos are placed with the Rows as you might need them according to 

the written instructions.  
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The Pattern: 

 

 With crochet hook size 3.0mm and the yarn, make a magic loop. 

R1 (RS): CH3 (first DC), 3DC-CH3-4DC in the same loop. Turn. [2 sides of 4DC and a CH3-top] 

R2 (WS): CH3 (first DC), 1DC in same st, 1DC in next 3 sts, 2DC-CH3-2DC in ch3-top, 1DC in next 3 sts, 

2DC in last st. Turn. [2 sides of 7DC and a CH3-top] 

R3 (RS): CH3 (first DC), 1DC in same st, 1DC in next 6 sts, 2DC-CH3-2DC in ch3-top, 1DC in next 6 sts, 

2DC in last st. Turn. [2 sides of 10DC and a CH3-top] 

R4 (WS): CH3 (first DC), 1DC in same st, 1FPDC around each st of side till next ch3-top, 2DC-CH3-2DC 

in ch3-top, 1FPDC around each st of side till last st, 2DC in last st. Turn. [2 sides of 4DC/9FPDC and a 

CH3-top] 

R5 (RS): CH3 (first DC), 1DC in same st, 1DC in next 12 sts, 2DC-CH3-2DC in ch3-top, 1DC in next 12 

sts, 2DC in last st. Turn. [2 sides of 16DC and a CH3-top] 

R6 (WS): Rep Row 4. [2 sides of 4DC/ 15FPDC and a ch3-sp] 
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R7 (RS): CH3 (first DC), 1DC in same st, (CH1, sk next st, 1DC in next st) over entire side till ch3-top, 

CH1, 1DC-CH3-1DC in ch3-top, CH1, (1DC in next st, CH1, sk next st) over the whole side till last st, 

2DC in last st. Turn. [2 sides of 12DC/ 10 times a CH1-sp and a CH3-top] 

 

 

In the next Row, you will only work in the dc's and NOT the ch1-sps. 

R8 (WS): CH3 (first DC), 1DC in same st, CH1, 1CROSS ST over next 2 dc, CH1, (1CROSS ST over next dc 

and the previous dc where already one dc is worked in, CH1) over entire side up till ch3-top, 1DC-

CH3-1DC in ch3-top, CH1, 1CROSS ST over next 2dc, CH1, (1CROSS ST over next dc and the previous 

dc where already one dc is worked in, CH1) over entire side till last st, 2DC in last st. Turn. [2 sides of 

3DC/10 CROSS STS/11 times a CH1-sp and a CH3-top] 

In Photo 8, you will see how the cross sts works. A Cross stitch is made by skipping an st, crochet a dc 

in the next st (green line), now crochet a dc in the skipped st (red line). But to crochet the cross sts in 

the right order, I also marked where they will be made.  So next cross st will be blue and orange. The 

blue mark is the first dc of the next cross st; the orange mark is the second dc of the following cross st. 

The yellow mark shows where the next cross sts will be made in. Continue in this way. 
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R9 (RS): CH3 (first DC), 1DC in same st, CH1, sk next st, (1DC in next ch1-sp, CH1, sk next st) till next 

ch3-top, 2DC-CH3-2DC in ch3-top, (CH1, sk next st, 1DC in next ch1-sp) till last 2 sts on the side, CH1, 

sk next st, 2DC in last st. Turn. [2 sides of 15DC/ 12 times a CH1-sp and a CH3-top] 

 

R10 (WS): CH3 (first dc), 1DC in same st, 1DC in next st, (2DC in next ch1-sp, sk next st) till last ch1-sp 

on the side, 2DC in next ch1-sp, 1DC in next 2 sts, 2DC-CH3-2DC in ch3-top, 1DC in next 2 sts, (2DC in 

next ch1-sp, sk next st) till last ch1-sp on side, 2DC in next ch1-sp, 1DC in next st, 2DC in last st. Turn. 

[2 sides of 31DC and a CH3-top] 
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R11 (RS): CH3 (first DC), 1DC in same st, 1DC in each st on side till ch3-top, 2DC-CH3-2DC in ch3-top, 

1DC in each st on side till last st, 2DC in last st. Turn. [2 sides of 34DC and a CH3-top] 

 

R12 (WS): CH3 (first DC), 1DC in same st, 1FPDC around each st of side till next ch3-top, 2DC-CH3-

2DC in ch3-top, 1FPDC around each st of side till last st, 2DC in last st. Turn. [2 sides of 4DC/33FPDC 

and a CH3-top] 
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R13 (RS): CH3 (first DC), 1DC in same st, (CH1, sk next st, 1DC in next st, 1PUFF ST around the dc you 

just made ) over entire side till next ch3-top, CH1, 1DC-CH3-1DC in ch3-top, CH1, (1DC in next st, 

1PUFF ST around the dc you just made, CH1, sk next st) over entire side till last st, 2DC in last st. Turn. 

[2 sides of 3DC/ 18DC with a PUFF ST around it/ 19 times a CH1-sp and a CH3-top] 

 

 

R14 (WS): CH3 (first DC), 1DC in same st, CH1, sk next st, (1DC in next ch1-sp, CH1, sk next st) till next 

ch3-top, 1DC-CH3-1DC in ch3-top, (CH1, sk next st, 1DC in next ch1-sp ) over entire side till last 2 sts, 

CH1, sk next st, 2DC in last st. Turn. [2 sides of 22DC/ 20 times a CH1-sp and a CH3-top] 
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R15 (RS): CH3 (first DC), 1DC in same st, 1DC in next st, (2DC in next ch1-sp, sk next st) till next ch3-

top, 2DC-CH3-2DC in ch3-top, (CH1, sk next st, 2DC in next ch1-sp) till last 2 sts on side, 1DC in next 

st, 2DC in last st. Turn. [2 sides of 45DC and a CH3-top] 

 

 

R16 (WS): CH3 (first DC), 1DC in same st, 1FPDC around each st on side till next ch3-top, 1DC-CH3-

1DC in ch3-top, 1FPDC around each st on side till last st, 2DC in last st. Turn. [2 sides of 3DC/44FPDC 

and a CH3-top] 
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The Repeat sections will start from here. The pattern is build up out of repeats from Row 7 – 16. You 

can add or remove repeat sections as much as you want for your desired length or amount of yarn. 

Just make sure you hold a bit of yarn left for the two end Rows. And make sure you always end with a 

Row that contains a stitch amount of a multiple of 5 + 4. Under here, you will find the repeats I have 

crocheted for the yarn I have used with the sizes given in the Size section.  

  Repeat section 1 

   

Row:  Repeat Row: The total amount of stitches after the Row: 

17 (RS) 7 2 sides of 26DC/ 24 times a CH1-sp and a CH3-top 

18 (WS) 8 2 sides of 3DC/ 24 times a CROSS ST/ 25 times a CH1-sp and 
a CH3-top 

19 (RS) 9 2 sides of 29DC/ 26 times a CH1-sp and a CH3-top 

20 (WS) 10 2 sides of 59DC and a CH3-top 

21 (RS) 11 2 sides of 62DC and a CH3-top 

22 (WS) 12 2 sides of 4DC/ 61FPDC and a CH3-top 

23 (RS) 13 2 sides of 3DC/ 32DC with a PUFF ST around it/ 33 times a 
CH1-sp and a CH3-top 

24 (WS) 14 2 sides of 36DC/ 34 times a CH1-sp and a CH3-top 

25 (RS) 15 2 sides of 73DC and a CH3-top 

26 (WS) 16 2 sides of 3DC/ 72FPDC and a CH3-top 

 

  Repeat section 2 

   

Row:  Repeat Row: The total amount of stitches after the Row: 

27 (RS) 7 2 sides of 40DC/ 38 times a CH1-sp and a CH3-top 

28 (WS) 8 2 sides of 3DC/ 38 times a CROSS ST/ 39 times a CH1-sp and 
a CH3-top 

29 (RS) 9 2 sides of 43DC/ 40 times a CH1-sp and a CH3-top 

30 (WS) 10 2 sides of 87DC and a CH3-top 

31 (RS) 11 2 sides of 90DC and a CH3-top 

32 (WS) 12 2 sides of 4DC/ 89FPDC and a CH3-top 

33 (RS) 13 2 sides of 3DC/ 46DC with a PUFF ST around it/ 47 times a 
CH1-sp and a CH3-top 

34 (WS) 14 2 sides of 50DC/ 48 times a CH1-sp and a CH3-top 

35 (RS) 15 2 sides of 101DC and a CH3-top 

36 (WS) 16 2 sides of 3DC/ 100FPDC and a CH3-top 
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  Repeat section 3 

   

Row:  Repeat Row: The total amount of stitches after the Row: 

37 (RS) 7 2 sides of 54DC/ 52 times a CH1-sp and a CH3-top 

38 (WS) 8 2 sides of 3DC/ 52 times a CROSS ST/ 53 times a CH1-sp and 
a CH3-top 

39 (RS) 9 2 sides of 57DC/ 54 times a CH1-sp and a CH3-top 

40 (WS) 10 2 sides of 115DC and a CH3-top 

41 (RS) 11 2 sides of 118DC and a CH3-top 

42 (WS) 12 2 sides of 4DC/ 117FPDC and a CH3-top 

43 (RS) 13 2 sides of 3DC/ 60DC with a PUFF ST around it/ 61 times a 
CH1-sp and a CH3-top 

44 (WS) 14 2 sides of 64DC/ 62 times a CH1-sp and a CH3-top 

45 (RS) 15 2 sides of 129DC and a CH3-top 

46 (WS) 16 2 sides of 3DC/ 128FPDC and a CH3-top 

 

  Repeat section 4 

   

Row:  Repeat Row: The total amount of stitches after the Row: 

47 (RS) 7 2 sides of 68DC/ 66 times a CH1-sp and a CH3-top 

48 (WS) 8 2 sides of 3DC/ 66 times a CROSS ST/ 67 times a CH1-sp and 
a CH3-top 

49 (RS) 9 2 sides of 71DC/ 68 times a CH1-sp and a CH3-top 

50 (WS) 10 2 sides of 143DC and a CH3-top 

51 (RS) 11 2 sides of 146DC and a CH3-top 

52 (WS) 12 2 sides of 4DC/ 145FPDC and a CH3-top 

53 (RS) 13 2 sides of 3DC/ 74DC with a PUFF ST around it/ 75 times a 
CH1-sp and a CH3-top 

54 (WS) 14 2 sides of 78DC/ 76 times a CH1-sp and a CH3-top 

55 (RS) 15 2 sides of 157DC and a CH3-top 

56 (WS) 16 2 sides of 3DC/ 156FPDC and a CH3-top 

 

  Repeat section 5 

   

Row:  Repeat Row: The total amount of stitches after the Row: 

57 (RS) 7 2 sides of 81DC/ 79 times a CH1-sp and a CH3-top 

58 (WS) 8 2 sides of 3DC/ 79 times a CROSS ST/ 80 times a CH1-sp and 
a CH3-top 

59 (RS) 9 2 sides of 84DC/ 81 times a CH1-sp and a CH3-top 

60 (WS) 10 2 sides of 169DC and a CH3-top 

61 (RS) 11 2 sides of 172DC and a CH3-top 

62 (WS) 12 2 sides of 4DC/ 171FPDC and a CH3-top 

63 (RS) 13 2 sides of 3DC/ 87DC with a PUFF ST around it/ 88 times a 
CH1-sp and a CH3-top 

64 (WS) 14 2 sides of 91DC/ 89 times a CH1-sp and a CH3-top 

65 (RS) 15 2 sides of 183DC and a CH3-top 

66 (WS) 16 2 sides of 3DC/ 182FPDC and a CH3-top 
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  Repeat section 6 

   

Row:  Repeat Row: The total amount of stitches after the Row: 

67 (RS) 7 2 sides of 94DC/ 92 times a CH1-sp and a CH3-top 

68 (WS) 8 2 sides of 3DC/ 92 times a CROSS ST/ 90 times a CH1-sp and 
a CH3-top 

69 (RS) 9 2 sides of 97DC/ 94 times a CH1-sp and a CH3-top 

70 (WS) 10 2 sides of 195DC and a CH3-top 

71 (RS) 11 but instead of 
2DC-CH3-2DC in 
ch3-top – now 

make 3DC-CH3-
3DC in ch3-top. 

2 sides of 199DC and a CH3-top 

 

End Rows: 

When you decide to end, your shawl pattern is up to you according to the repeats. But always make 

sure you have a total amount of stitches on a side with a multiple of 5 + 4. So, as an example, take 

Row 71: 199 stitches is 39 times 5 and 4 additional sts. It doesn't matter if the End Rows start at the 

Right or Wrong side of your work.  

 

End Row 1: CH6 (first DC + CH3), sk next st, (1SC in next 3 sts, CH5, sk next 2 sts) till last 2 sts on the 

side, 1SC in next 2 sts, 1SC-CH6-1SC in ch3-top, 1SC in next 2 sts, (CH5, sk next 2 sts, 1SC in next 3 sts) 

till last 2 sts on the side, CH3, sk next st, 1DC in last st. Turn. [2 sides of 1DC/CH3-sp/40 times a 3SC-

gr/39 times a CH5-sp and a CH6-top] 
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End Row 2: CH3 (first DC), 1DC-1HDC-1SC in next ch3-sp, sk next st, 1SC in next st, sk next st, ( 1SC-

1HDC-2DC-CH2-2DC-1HDC-1SC in next ch5-sp, sk next st, 1SC in next st, sk next st) till next ch6-top, 

1SC-1HDC-2DC-CH3-2DC-1HDC-1SC in ch6-top, sk next st, 1SC in next st, sk next st, (1SC-1HDC-2DC-

CH2-2DC-1HDC-1SC in next ch5-sp, sk next st, 1SC in next st, sk next st) till ch3-sp on side, 1SC-1HDC-

1DC in ch3-sp, 1DC in last st. Fasten off yarn. [2 sides of 1DC/ half fan of 1DC-1HDC-1SC/ 40SC/ 39 

fans of 1SC-1HDC-2DC-CH2-2DC-1HDC-1SC and a top of 1SC-1HDC-2DC-CH3-2DC-1HDC-1SC] 

 

Weave in all remaining ends and block the shawl in a perfect, triangular shape.  
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A big thanks to my tester:   

Tineke Tap 

  

Designed by:  the guy with the hook – 2021 

                         https://theguywiththehook.com 

                         https://www.instagram.com/theguywiththehook 

                        https://www.ravelry.com/projects/theguywiththehook  

                        https://www.ravelry.com/designers/mark-roseboom  

                       https://www.facebook.com/theguywihthehook  

 

All copyrights and terms of use are with me. Please do not copy or share this pattern. In 2019, I was 

starting using the international copyright rules and terms that apply to countries worldwide. It also 

includes countries that did not agree to work with this accord. Recently it has become common for 

crochet patterns and designs to be stolen from designers, including myself. I have no other choice but 

to tighten up the copyright validation. Legal action will be taken if sharing occurs in 

Telegram/WhatsApp groups, social media, secret groups, or websites.  

Feel free to sell finished items using this pattern. Please tag or reference me as the designer when 

showing your WIP’s or finished projects and use the hashtag #Yunashawl on social media to share. 

Last but not least, thank you so much for making this pattern. A lot of time, effort, and creativity are 

wrapped into this little piece of art. Every creation that comes from this pattern makes all my efforts 

so worthwhile. 

 

Mark, a.k.a. the guy with the hook 

 

https://theguywiththehook.com/
https://www.instagram.com/theguywiththehook
https://www.ravelry.com/projects/theguywiththehook
https://www.ravelry.com/designers/mark-roseboom
https://www.facebook.com/theguywihthehook

